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Image Gallery module allows the admin to add/manage images into various gallery and galleries into various
groups according to requirement. Admin can easily manage photo gallery and gallery groups on their site. In this
module everything is configured by admin. Image Gallery is the best Gallery module for the platform.

Features
Ability to add/manage images into various gallery.
Assign galleries into various groups.
Add various effects for display images.
Awesome controls you can zoom images, change images using mouse enter etc.
The code is fully open & you can customize it according to your need.
Multi Lingual support / All language working including RTL.
Compatible with Multistore.

Configuration
After the successful installation of the Image Gallery module admin will be able to see the Image Gallery
configuration setting under “Webkul Image Gallery”. Let’s explain each menu one by one.

How To Add/Manage Images
Admin can add/manage the images for gallery under Webkul Image Gallery > Add/ Manage Images. Admin
can also delete or change the status of the image.
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After click on “Add Image” below page will appear. Here admin can enter image information and save
the image.
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How To Add/Manage Gallery
This module also provides the feature for admin to add/manage gallery under Webkul Image Gallery >
Add/Manage Gallery.

After clicking on Add Gallery below page will appear which contains two tabs in the left section.
Gallery Information
In this section, you need to enter your gallery code which is unique and select status of the gallery.
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Gallery Image
Here you need to select the images and thumbnail image for your particular gallery.

Admin can also edit the existing gallery by clicking “Edit”. Here admin can edit Gallery Information and Gallery
Images both.
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Admin can also select or deselect the images to be displayed in that particular gallery and admin can change the
thumbnail image of the gallery.

How To Add/Manage Gallery Group
This menu is responsible for adding or Managing gallery group details. Admin can create Gallery group using
created gallery.

For adding new group click on Add Group. It contains two tab in the left section.
Group Information
Here you need to enter your group code and status of the group. Group code must be unique and containing no
space.
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Gallery
Here you need to select the gallery for your particular group. Select gallery which you want to add to your group.

You can also edit the added Gallery Group. Just click on Edit option.

Gallery Setting
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Under Gallery Setting, you can add the setting for your image gallery.

Under Gallery Setting, you can add effects, caption, thumbs, autoplay, border and many more features to make
your gallery more graceful.
Use Block call on CMS page
You need to call block code at your cms pages with group_code, and gallery_code attribute which Gallery and
Group gallery you want to show at frontend.
{{block class=”Webkul\ImageGallery\Block\Gallery\Gallery” group_code=”group1”
template=”Webkul_ImageGallery::group.phtml”}}
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Note
In the case of block call at CMS page, You will have to write (“) in HTML otherwise, if you simply copy these
codes on WYSIWYG editor then it will convert the double quote into some ASCII code and you will be unable to
call block on CMS page.
It will look like this in CMS page.

Front-End
After inserting all required details and block code your gallery looks like this screenshot.

On clicking particular gallery you can see all the images in your gallery.
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After clicking on any image below, you can see that image like this.

That’s all for the MImage Gallery still have any issue feel free to add a ticket and let us know your views to make
the module better http://webkul.uvdesk.com/
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